
INTERNATIONAL HEALTH CONSULTANCY

Avicenna International Health Tourism Consultancy has been founded in order to provide
professional and economical health services for the clients coming from outside of Turkey who
wants to have health services in Turkey . after 2000 a rapid development began in '' Health
Tourism'' area in Turkey just as some other countries and Turkey became one of the most
preferred countries. Main reasons of this situation are as listed below;

1-Turkey was really very rapidly developed in this sector depending on the high professionalizm
level in both private and goverment controlled university hospitals that profivide professional
high quality health services with modern techniques. The well educated graduates from these
hospitals are another influensive factor.

2-Depending on the currency value of Turkish Lira, receiving expensive health services, are very
cheap in comparison to the currenciers like Euro & Dollar. For instance if a client pays 5000 Euros
for a health service in his/her motherland, he/she pays a bit more or a bit less 1000 Euros in
Turkey for the same service which could be received in a more professional and modern way.

3-Avicenna consulting provides all kind of health services to its clients under the resposibility
and contract of important health institutions in İstanbul & in other hospitals in Turkey and do
not charge anything from client for these services. All the expenses of Health services,
accomodation etc. with a detailed document is paid to the health institution by the patient .

Service Period.
When a patient is eager to receive health services in Turkey, his/her background information and
diagnosis (if present) are asked and a possible treatment plan including pricing is presented to
the patient
If the patient accepts the treatment, he/she is assisted by Avicenna, about the flight plan,
welcoming in the airport, accomodation, supervising and all other subjects that can be needed
during the treatment and healing period.

For detailed info about the health services & pricing please contact to
Ufuk.özbulun@plusecon.com +90 5545841844 (whatup awailable at the same number)

mailto:Ufuk.özbulun@plusecon.com
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LUNG CANCER, HEAD & NECK CANCER, BRAIN TUMORS, KIDNEY & URINARY BALDDER CANCER, 

LIVER CANCER, MALIGNANT MESENCHYMAL CANCER, BREAST CANCER, STOMACH-BOWEL 

CANCERS, PANCREATIC CANCER, PROSTATE CANCER, TESTİCULAR CANCER, TYROID CANCER, 

OVARIAN CANCER

BRAIN TUMORS, POSTOPTERATIVE RESIDUAL TUMORS, EYE CANCERS, ARTERIOVENEUS 

MALFORMATIONS, NEUROLOGICAL PROBLEMS, TUMORS İN LUNGS, LIVER, ABDOMEN, SPINE, 

PROSTATE GLAND, HEAD & NECK. PARKINSON DISEASE, EPILEPSY

For info: +90 554 5841844         ufuk.ozbulun@plusecon.com


